TELESCOPIC PLATFORM SEATING

Rugged durability.
Dependable performance.

Telescopic
Platform
Seating
Superior auditorium seating and platforms
Fixed systems or fully interchangeable seating configurations including telescopic,
removable, portable, infill sections and ‘elephant’ doors. Our arena seating comes with a
variety of decks and seats to suit any budget or facility. We have completed small arenas,
up to and including NHL venues. We can assist in the design and provide seating systems
that suit the characteristics of your facility. Our standard fixed galvanized bleacher with
aluminum decks and plastic seats can be engineered to be telescopic.
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TELESCOPIC PLATFORM SEATING

Specif ications
Standard Colors
RED - FR301

GREEN - FR603

Arena Platforms
Integral power assures accurate, quiet and dependable extension and closing to maximize
facility changes and to minimize time required.
Our system exceeds all systems in the industry by using a four column construction
designed for rugged durability and offers you a strong, safe platform with your choice of
deck covering to suit your individual needs.
All seats function on the telescopic principle and when closed provide either a flat fold
front or closed back.
The operation is progressive and upon closing, all rows move to the closed position
providing an increase of useable floor space.

BLUE - FR501

The system incorporates a locking mechanism provided by individual row locks or cylinder
locks which permit securement of any row in user position, and it operates only upon the
unlocking and moving of the first row.

BLACK - FR001

Options
• Unique color matching
• Contrast color for inlays
• Various seat options
• Rail style options
* Custom sizes available
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